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ABSTRACT
Psychophysics and temporal resolution and often linked to each other. The ability of an
individual to resolve a given sensory input temporally is the cue for a better perception of the
same. While sensation could be from visual, tactile, olfactory or somatosensory, the present paper
emphasizes on the assessment of the psychophysics of the temporal resolution of a given auditory
input and hence the perception based analysis of the given set of individuals. 44 subjects of no
known auditory pathological history have been considered for this study. Two categories of subjects
namely employees of chemical industries and professional basketball players are considered for
this experiment. The subjects are made to undergo two tests, Frequency Response Test (FRT)
and Absolute Threshold Test (ATT). The results show a clear distinction between the two groups of
study proving the variations in the auditory perception due to their exposure to solvents in chemical
industries and because of the regular playing of basketball game on a professional front proving the
effects of desired conditioning due to regular training in sports such as basketball and undesired
conditioning due to occupation exposure to noise and solvents with respect to the psychophysical
variations of auditory temporal resolution in human beings

Keywords: Psychophysics, Auditory Temporal Resolution, Frequency Response,
Absolute Threshold, occupational exposure.

INTRODUCTION
Frequency and intensity are the most
important attributes of sound and hence can aid in
the assessment of variations in the perception of
sound by human beings1. Conventional diagnostics
tests such as audiometry often fail to assess the
variations in non-pathological cases and hence
there is a need to develop alternate approaches
with respect to hearing perception based variations
in normal human beings which can be due to
their regular routine or occupation 2. One such
case is the chemical industries where exposure to
solvents is known to be a definite cause towards
the deterioration of hearing. This aspect is often

neglected in developing countries such as India
where more emphasis is not provided towards
preventive diagnostics or early detection3. Hence
it is of prime importance to assess the pattern
and plausible degradation of hearing with the aid
of the variation in the hearing perception which is
a cue towards the initiation of the deterioration of
the auditory functions4. With regard to the same,
sports such as basketball and table tennis requires
a higher level of auditory temporal resolution in
order to perform better and hence such players
would have naturally improved on their auditory
temporal resolution based aspects due to regular
training in these sports5. Hence it is apt to conclude
that basketball players have a better abilities with
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respect to hearing perception as compared to the
employees of chemical industries who’s perception
would be affected in an adverse manner due to
their occupational exposure6. Although the hearing
abilities may seem to be normal in both these cases,
it is necessary to assess the same with the aid of
FRT and ATT in order to obtain a better conclusion
about the hearing perception based abilities in such
individual7.
Background
Frequency Response
Frequency response in general terms is the
output spectrum of a system when subjected to a
set of stimuli which helps understand the dynamics
of the system. Hence in terms of hearing, frequency
response is the output spectrum of the system ear for
a set of stimuli which is the varying levels of intensity
given over a range of frequencies. When we want
to determine how well something is able to “hear”,
our best option is to use the frequency response
concept. To understand that as quantifiable results,
the response of the system is evaluated over a range
of frequencies. The system can be anything from
microphones or loudspeakers to the human ear. The
human hearing ranges roughly from 20 Hz to 20000
Hz. The most sensitive range of the human ear is
approximately at 3500 to 4000 Hz. This means that
a normal human being can detect the lowest sounds
of even 0 dB SPL at 3KHz but can merely detect a
40 dB SPL sound at 100 Hz8.
Threshold Estimation
Estimation of hearing threshold is generally
performed using discrimination based approach of
detection based approach. In discrimination based
approach, the task is to differentiate between given
two sounds. In detection based approach, the task
would be to detect the presence of sound and not
differentiate between multiple sounds. This can be
a simple yes/no answer while the discrimination
based tests are more complex. Detection based tests
can be designed based on adaptive / non-adaptive
protocols where the attributes of sound are varied
based on the previous responses of the subject
in case of adaptive methods and conventionally
follow a certain pre-defined patterns such as ramp,
staircase etc in case of non-adaptive approach
without considering the response of the subject9

Absolute Threshold
Absolute thresholds are measured using
maximum likelihood approach. Pure tone of 1 KHz
and 500 msec are presented to the subject. The
tone is designed using various approaches. The
subject is asked to respond if they tome was heard
or not and based on this response, the threshold
value of the hearing perception is calculated. Many
more approaches such as staircase, neural network
based approaches exist to design absolute threshold
assessment paradigm10.
Chemical Industries
There are industrial chemicals that are
ototoxic (poisonous to the ears), meaning that they
can damage hearing just as easily as industrial
noise. However, simultaneous exposure to noise and
ototoxic chemicals is particularly insidious because
of their synergistic effect. This causes damage to
the inner ear and the auditory neurological pathway
which further leads to loss of hearing. Damage to
hearing is more likely if there is an exposure to noise
with chemicals or even with a combination of more
than one chemical. Ototoxic chemicals are divided
into workplace chemicals and medication. Only a
few of the Ototoxic chemicals have been studied
in depth but more than 750 are considered to be
potentially ototoxic. Cochleotoxic chemical such as
aspirin and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs too
affect the hearing functions. Such medications, with
a noise exposure can cause sensorineural hearing
disorders. Although much work is being done with
such approaches, very little research is in progress
towards industrial exposure to noise and chemicals
in daily life which is the need of the hour11 .
Basketball Players
It is a known fact that sports help in the
overall development of an individual and is a definite
reason in the betterment of various physical and
physiological aspects as well. In this context, certain
games such as table tennis, basketball and cricket
help in the improvisation of the overall temporal
resolution in the individuals. In other words, a
professional basketball player is known to have a
better hearing perception than a non-player. One
could also say that for an individual to play better, it
is very important to have a better perception based
abilities. Else the overall performance would reduce
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and hence this is a very important aspect of training
as well as in case of sports rehabilitation12.

used and for ATT, Psychoacoustics toolbox was used
for data acquisition in MATLAB13,14

Methodology
Subjects
44 subjects of age group 20-50 years with
no known auditory pathological history or any kind of
hearing dysfunction were chosen for this experiment.
Two sets, one being the employees of chemical
industries with an experience of atleast 3 years in
the domain with definite exposure to solvents in their
occupation, regarded to be undesired conditioning
was considered to be the chemical industry subjects.
The other group included professional basketball
players who were known to be playing basketball
for a minimum of 3 years and were selected into
their respective college teams during this period
and concluded to be desired conditioning subjects.
These players were known to be involved with a
regular routine of basketball practice during these 3
years. The FRT was conducted during the morning
slot (8.00 am – 10.00 am) for the subjects. For the
chemical industry subjects, this was considered to
be the time before their entry into their work place
in order to begin their shifts. In case of basketball
players, this was the slot before their regular morning
practice commenced The ATT was conducted once
in the morning (8.00 am – 10.00 am) and also in the
evening ( 4.00 pm – 6.00 pm) after their work shift in
case of chemical industry employees and after their
regular evening practice slot in case of basketball
players. Both FRT and ATT were conducted in a
noise free environment with the aid of a sony vio
laptop and Panasonic HD headphones. MATLAB
tool was used for the generation and presentation of
the sounds with variations in frequency and intensity
during tests. For the FRT, the hearing test tool was

Frequency Response Test (FRT)
Frequency Response (FR) is often
considered to be “a quantitative measure of the
output spectrum of a system or device in response
to a stimulus”. The FR can assess the given system
dynamics and provides a clear picture about the
magnitude as well as the phase of a given system
as compared to the provided input16. Steady-state
response of the system to a sinusoidal input signal
is the definition of frequency response of a system.
In case of Psychoacoustics, the listeners are known
to perceive a similar sound as “NOT SO SIMILAR”
which makes it seem different to different subjects.
Perception is affected by many factors like gender,
age, working environment, pathology and many
more inherent aspects15
The FR test was designed to assess
the frequency response of the ear to determine
the threshold of hearing. The test is based on the
fundamental principle that the ear has a non-flat
frequency response which simply means that, a set
of tones, while keeping the volume constant, when
played at different frequency values will sound as
if they are being played at different volume levels.
This is why individuals hear some tones better or
worse than others as each individual’s ear has been
made differently and hence there is a difference in
the response to different frequencies. The FR test
paradigm considers the frequency range to be tested
from 0 to 16000 Hz since that is the region of hearing
for humans. Especially the high-frequency range
from 9000 to 20000 Hz is considered as important
for early detection of hearing loss. Each frequency

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the FRT
 	
			Chemical Industry				Basketball Players
Freq (Hz)
LF
NF
HF
EHF
LF
NF
HF
EHF
Mean
Median
Std Dev
Kurtosis
Skew
Corr C-B

21.83
19.46
13.67
-1.01
0.43
1

-4.14
-3.55
1.9
3.63
0.33
0.96

0.72
0.03
3.11
9.65
0.44
-0.89

14.15
15.45
-3.53
-5.27
12.86
13.8
-3.4
-5.48
4.76
9.64
1.29
0.64
22.69
92.96
1.66
0.41
0.39
0.42
1.15
0.74
0.98				

-0.74
-3.29
5.75
33.03
0.62
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is played across amplitudes ranging from 10 to near
0 dB. These amplitudes are multiplied by a factor
of 0.707 which is an equivalent of 3dB decrement
because that is the Just-Noticeable-Difference (JND)
for an average human ear. Hence, we get 26 levels
for each frequency to be played and tested for the
threshold of hearing.
The 26 intensity levels stored in an array
rounded off to four decimal points are 10, 7.0794,
5.0118, 3.54813, 2.5118, 1.7782, 1.2589, 0.8912,
0.6309, 0.4466, 0.3162, 0.2238, 0.1584, 0.1122,
0.0794, 0.0562, 0.0398, 0.0281, 0.0199, 0.0141,
0.0100, 0.0070, 0.0050, 0.0035, 0.0025, and 0.0017.
The frequency values considered are from 10 Hz
to 16000 Hz in steps of 10 Hz with a total of 1600
values. Each frequency value starting from 10 Hz is
used in the tone function of MATLAB with a maximum
of 26 levels each, as mentioned prior, depending on
the subject’s responses to generate tones. It starts
from the maximum level and continues to decrease.
The sound function of MATLAB is used to play the
generated tone. At each frequency, as long as the
subject keeps responding positively (tone heard) the
level will decrease to the last 26th level and move
on to the next frequency and start from the 1st level
again. If the subject responds negatively (tone not
heard) at a particular level in a frequency value,
the control moves onto the next frequency level
while having set the level back to one. This way the
subject’s threshold of hearing is determined at every
frequency and plotted simultaneously.
So if the result says the subject heard up
to level 26 at 3500 Hz, it means levels below 26 are

below the threshold of hearing and the level thus
obtained corresponds to -4 dB because it would
then be the approximate threshold of hearing at
3500 Hz for a subject of normal hearing. Using this
convention, the rest of the thresholds are plotted at
various frequency values by subtracting the count
at each frequency from 3500 Hz and multiplying the
difference by 3 and then, adding the result with -4
dB, to get an array of the dB levels to plot the equiloudness curve that can be, for analysis, compared
to the graph of the hearing thresholds. For instance,
if the audible tone level was found to be 21 for 3500
Hz, 18 for 1000 Hz and 5 for 100 Hz, then the plotting
happens based on the below mentioned approach
At 3500 Hz 21 tone levels [3x {21-21} – 4] = -4 dB
At 1000 Hz 18 tone levels [3x {21-18} – 4] = 5dB
At 100 Hz 5 tone levels
[3x {21-5} – 4] = 44dB
Phase 3 – Absolute Threshold Test (ATT)
The Absolute Threshold (AT) of Hearing is
defined as “The minimum sound level of a pure tone
that an average human ear with normal hearing can
hear with no other sound present”. AT signifies
the sound that can be “JUST HEARABLE” by
the individual. Conventionally, human beings can
perceive the sounds of frequencies in the range of
20Hz – 20KHz. Any sound above or below this range
goes unnoticed and are not known to influence the
hearing perception in any ways, irrespective of the
pressure level of the sound being perceived. The AT
is always relative to frequency of the sound and it is
also a fact that the human ear is the most sensitive at
frequency levels of 1KHz – 5KHz. Here, the hearing
threshold goes upto -9 dB SPL. The AT can vary
based on various factors such as the adaptability

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for the absolute threshold test
 	
Absolute Threshold (dB)

CE

Chemical
CO

BE

Basketball
BO

Mean
39.54
49.07
49.24
44.13
Median
39.09
50.94
51.38
42.38
Std Dev
10.44
13.35
13.52
12.82
Kurtosis
-1.12
-0.94
-0.56
-0.53
Skew
0.12
-0.38
-0.4
0.32
Correlation (E:O)
-0.18		
0.63
Correlation (E:E)
0.16				
Correlation (O:O)		
-0.37		
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of the subject to the given sound and the cognitive
ability of the individual as well16
Maximum Likelihood Procedure (MLP)
Although conventional staircase based
variation of the sound input is provided in normal
hearing tests where the intensity or the frequency
is varied in either incremental / decremented order,
a better approach to vary the parameters of sound
such as intensity and frequency is based on the
Maximum Likelihood Procedure (MLP). MLP is
an unique approach depending on two aspects
namely Stimulus selection policy and Maximum
Likelihood Estimation. In this case, the psychometric
parameters are hypothesized as per the requirement
so as to arrive at an efficient result. The parameters,
termed as hypothesis functions in the present
approach are as follows
a = Array of mid-points of all the hypothesis
b = Slope of the psychometric function
g = False alarm rate
l = Attention lapse rate in the subject
While a is the only entity which varies
throughout the experiment, with every trial, b, g and
l shall remain the same throughout the experiment
The present work focuses on the usage
of a generic MLP based Adaptive N-Altered Forced
Choice (nAFC) detection approach for the estimation
of absolute threshold. The process begins with the
provision of an auditory input above a predefined
threshold value. The intensity of this sound is varied
based on the MLP approach as the experiment
progresses. The response is noted as to below which
intensity the subject could not perceive the sound
input. The likelihood of each of the hypothesis being
defined as the psychometric function is estimated
using equation 3.1.

...(Equation 3.1)
Where
L(Hj) = Likelihood of the jth hypothesized function
i = The trial number.
C = The exponent denoting the correct responses
(which is equal to 1)
W = The exponent used to denote the wrong
responses (which is equal to 0)

After the likelihood is calculated for all
hypothesis, the ones with the highest occurrence is
considered to be same as that of the psychometric
function of the subject and is identified by its
midpoint, a, The selection policy employed to
choose the stimulus for the next trial involves the
setting of the threshold at the end of the previous
trial using the p-target (the psychometric function to
be considered) and is given by equation 3.2

...(Equation 3.2)
Where x is the stimulus value (threshold)
estimated for next trial17,18.
Absolute threshold (AT) test is used to
assess the threshold of the perception of the sound
with respect to the intensity of an individual. Here
the pure tone sound generated using MATLAB is
presented to the subjects and the intensity is varied
as per the response of the subject with respect to
whether he/she is able to perceive this sound. The
Present experiment uses the MLP approach to
vary the intensity of the sound given as input to the
subject. A pure tone of 1 KHz is given to the subject
for 500 msec. This tone is gated off and on with 2
raised cosine ramps of 10 msec each. 3 blocks are
considered each of which have 15 trials. In each of
these trials, the subject is given the sound and asked
if the same was heard or not. The subject is made to
press 0 if the sound is not heard and 1 if heard in the
laptop keyboard. The hypothesis was fixed to be 100.
As defaults, the initial mid point was set as 110 dB FS
and the last mid-point was 30 dB FS. The slope (²)
was set as 1 and gamma (³) was 0, the p value was
0.631 at the beginning. The first block of sound was
given at 30 dB FS. Based on the subject response,
as heard or not heard, the psychometric function was
calculated based on equation 3.1. Using the result
of equation 3.1, the threshold value of the stimulus
for the next trial was calculated using equation 3.2.
The complete duration of the test was 3 minutes. It
is also to be noted that the AT test encompassed
an intensity range of 30 – 100 dB in the present
experiment19, 20.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
While both the sets of subjects seemed to
have a normal hearing without any issues, as per
their personal experience, the results showed the
other way. There is a distinctive variation between
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the chemical industry employees and the basketball
players, as mentioned in this section
Frequency Response Test results
The frequency responses for both the cases
were obtained for a range of 10 – 16000 Hz and are
provided in figure 1.

Fig. 1: Frequency response of employees of chemical industries and basketball players

Fig. 2: Mean frequency response variations in the frequency range

Fig. 3: Median of the frequency response obtained for the subjects
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The frequency response obtained was
subjected to a statistical analysis. The results of the
statistical analysis is depicted in Table 1
From table 1, it is evident that at various
frequency ranges, the response has varied. The
frequency ranges were divided into 10 – 1000 Hz
(Low Frequency - LF), 1010 – 6000 Hz (Normal
Frequency - NF), 6010 – 10000 Hz (High Frequency
- HF) and 10010 – 16000 Hz (Extended High
Frequency - EHF) and the statistical parameters
were obtained for these respective range of
frequencies for both set of subjects.

mean value corresponds to the average response
of the subjects at a given frequency range. A higher
mean value indicates a lower perception of sound at
a given range of frequency mean value of frequency
response for employees of chemical industries at
EHF is 14.15 dB). This is the main reason as to why
the subjects seemed normal irrespective of their
occupational background. Due to the absence of
any kind of regular exposure to frequency ranges
of LF and EHF, the subjects would have never
realized these variations in their hearing perception.
The variations in the mean frequency response in
depicted in figure 2

The mean of the frequency response
demonstrates a variation between the set sets of
subjects in all the frequency ranges except NF. The

The median corresponds to the central
tendency, which is the location of the center of a
group of numbers in a statistical distribution and

Fig. 4: Standard deviation of the frequency response obtained for the subjects

Fig. 5: Kurtosis of the frequency response obtained for the subjects
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denotes the central behavioral response for every
frequency range with respect to the response of a
given set of subjects and is given by figure 3. A lower
median value corresponds to a better frequency
response pattern denoting the betterment in the
ability of the frequency response of the subjects. For
instance, from figure 3, it is evident that the response
of the basketball players in HF and EHF range is
extremely better as compared to their counterparts
(-5.48 dB and -3.29 dB respectively)
The standard deviation obtained denotes
the variation of the response with respect to the

average response value obtained. Hence it could be
apt to regard a lower value to be better than a higher
standard deviation value. The same is depicted in
figure 4 from which it could be concluded that both
NF and HF ranges have a lower deviation which
proves the fact as to why subjects seem to be normal
despite being from various backgrounds with respect
to exposure. The response in NF and HF are similar
in both the cases where lower values are observed
as compared to the other frequency ranges (1.9
and 3.11 for chemical industry employees and 1.29
and 0.64 for basketball players). Also even in these
range of frequencies, basketball players exhibit an

Fig. 6: Skewness of the frequency response

Fig. 7: Correlation between the given sets of subjects
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excellent response with the least variation in the HF
region as compared to their chemical counterparts
proving a better response in this range
Kurtosis often measures the sharpness
or flatness of a given distribution. In other word,
this provides a measure about the tailedness of a
given dataset. In convention, a normal distribution
has a kurtosis value of 3. Positive value indicates a
peaked distribution while a negative value indicates
a relatively flat distribution. The kurtosis values
obtained for the dataset is depicted in figure 5.
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From the results it is evident that the frequency
response is relatively flat for both chemical industry
employees as well as for the basketball players in the
NF range (3.63 and 1.66 in NF). However, in the LF,
although chemical industry subjects demonstrate a
flat response, the basketball players show a highly
peaked response (-1.01 and 92.96). But at the EHF,
all the subjects have a peaked response (22.69 and
32.03). This indicates a similar response of both
the categories of subjects in NF due to which the
perception of sounds seem similar in both the cases.
But at the LF and EHF, the peakness of the response

Fig. 8: Mean value of the absolute threshold perception for the subjects

Fig. 9: median of the absolute threshold obtained for the subjects
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rises providing an insight into the importance
of LF and EHF in probing into the variations in
the response characteristics of non-pathological
subjects
The skewness of the frequency response
is obtained which characterizes the degree of
asymmetry of a distribution around its mean. For the
present results obtained, the skewness is positive
indicating an asymmetric tail extending towards
more positive values. Also the skewness is similar
for both the sets of subjects in the LF (0.43 and

0.42) and the variations increase at the HF and
EHF (0.44 and 0.74 in HF and 0.39 and 0.62 in
EHF). But extreme variations are seen in the NF
which hints at a possible usage of skewness to be a
strong parameter to assess the variations between
employees of chemical industries and the basketball
players (0.33 and 1.15 in NF)
The correlation of a given two sets indicate
the similarity between them. In other words, if this
value of higher, a better correlation is seen and
vice versa. For the present case, the correlation

Fig. 10: standard deviation observed for the absolute threshold values

Fig. 11: kurtosis values obtained for the Absolute threshold values
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coefficients are obtained for the frequency response
of the chemical industry employees and basketball
players for the given frequency ranges. A pictorical
depiction of the same is provided in figure 7 from
which it is very evident that the frequency response
in LF, NF and EHF (1, 0.96 and 0.98) although seem
similar, there is a drastic variation between the
frequency responses of the given two sets of data
in HF range ( -0.89) and hence can be used as a
strong feature to compare with each other

chemical industries and compared against those
of the basketball players. This test was run twice,
once in the morning and again in the evening, as
mentioned prior. The results obtained were subjected
to a statistical analysis and the same is provided
in table 2. The absolute threshold values obtained
in the morning are depicted as CE and BE for
chemical industry employees and basketball players
respectively. Also for the evening test, the same is
represented as CO and BO.

Absolute Threshold Test (ATT) results
As an extension, the intensity based
variations were also obtained for the employees of

The mean value of the absolute threshold
surprisingly demonstrate a better perception of the
intensity in the employees of chemical industries

Fig. 12: skewness variations for different sets of absolute threshold values

Fig. 13: correlation patterns in the entry and exit values obtained for chemical industry and
basketball players
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in the morning test, as compared to the basketball
players (39.54 and 49.24 dB). But as the day
progresses, the employees are exposed to various
solvents and the basketball players would have
spent their day with conventional activities including
practicing / training in their sport. So, by the evening,
the mean perception value would have reduced in
case of chemical industry employees and increased
in case of basketball players as expected (49.07 and
44.13 dB). This shows a decrease in the perception
by 9.76 dB in case of employees and improvement
by 4.94 dB in case of basketball players by the end
of their routine. Figure 8 depicts the variations in the
mean absolute threshold value
The median of the absolute threshold
values obtained show a distinct pattern with respect
to improvement / deterioration of the absolute
threshold. While it is evident that the day progresses
in cases of chemical industry employees and vice
versa for basketball players, the median too behaves
in a similar manner. While the median value is less
for CE and BO (39.09 and 42.38 dB), it increases for
CO and BE (50.94 and 51.38 dB) indicating that a
lower median value corresponds to a better auditory
threshold in human beings
The standard deviation too behaves similar
to the median with a lower value for CE and BO
(10.44 and 12.82 dB) and vice versa for CO and BE
(13.35 and 13.52 dB)
The kurtosis values obtained clearly
indicate a flat distribution for all the sets of subjects
thereby not providing a variation in the flatness of
peakness of the values obtained. However, one could
conclude that the kurtosis values for the chemical
industry employees are more peaked (-1.12 and
-0.94) while the peakness is lesser in case of
basketball players (-0.56 and -0.53).
The skew values obtained provide a
clear differentiation with respect to improvement /
deterioration of the absolute threshold values. While
the Absolute threshold deteriorates for chemical
industry employees, the skewness drastically varies
from a positive value to a negative value (0.11 and
-0.38). in case of basketball players, the pattern is
exactly reversed in terms of the improvement of the
absolute threshold value and the skewness value

too behaves in a similar manner (-0.4 and 0.32).
This indicates a transition in the skewness from an
asymmetric tail extending towards more positive
values to more negative values in the dataset
Figure 13 depicts a correlation performed
between various sets of data obtained. While CE
and CO results are negatively correlated, indicating
the difference in the readings (-0.18), the BE and
BO values are positively correlated hinting the
presence of a similarity in the data patterns in case
of basketball players in the morning asnd in the
evening tests (0.63). but this similarity is reduced in
case of morning values as compared with chemical
and basket ball players (0.16), the exit values of
chemical industry employees and basketball players
are negatively correlated (-0.37). this indicates that
the CE:CO and CO:BO are negatively correlated
which is as expected due to the fact the absolute
threshold values deteriorate as the day progresses
in case of employees of the chemical industries and
improve in case of basketball players
Based on the results depicted in this section,
one could conclude that absolute threshold can be
quantified with the aid of statistical analysis. It is also
evident that the absolute threshold deteriorates in
case of employees of chemical industries before
and after their work while it improves in case of
basketball players providing substantial proof for
the effects of undesired conditioning and desired
conditioning respectively. A similar analysis could be
made in case of other industries with occupational
exposure and hence a comparison can be possibly
made with the human beings exposed to various
types of occupational noise in order to assess
the psychophysical variations with the aid of the
perception of auditory temporal resolution. Also
as seen in case of basketball players, professional
players into more sports such as cricket and table
tennis could be included in this research in order to
be able to compare between different sports for the
assessment of variations in desired conditioning as
well
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